PART 3: POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES
Introduction
(updated 5.2013)
Webb recorded four basic sizes of postal stationery envelope (PSE), “A” to “D,” using inches as
the unit of measurement. Yang also uses inches for this measurement, and records the same four
sizes, with two exceptions. Yang does not use a fixed set of PSE sizes across all reigns, as Webb
did, but restarts his size letter designators at A for each reign. This leads to the same physical
size having two or more different letter designators, depending on reign, in some cases, which
can be somewhat confusing. Secondly, he states a value of 3-1/4 x 4-3/4 inches for the King
Edward size B envelope. No evidence has so far been found to validate this stated size, and so it
is assumed that the “3-1/4” is a typographical error for 3-3/4 inches.
Higgins & Gage (H&G) and Dr. Schoenfeld use millimeters as the unit of measurement for PSE
size categories, and measurements of the Hong Kong PSE in those categories are identical. A
comparison of the two units of measurement employed in these four catalogs across the four PSE
sizes is provided in Table PSE-1 below. The inch values have been converted to millimeters at
25.4 millimeters per inch, rounded to the nearest millimeter. For size D, there is a significant 5
mm. difference between the two sets of width measurements recorded by 1) Webb / Yang and 2)
H&G / Schoenfeld. Examination of quite a number of covers indicates that the 145 mm. width
specified by H&G / Schoenfeld is the correct value. No examples near the 5-1/2 inches (140
mm.) given by Webb / Yang were found for the size D PSE.
As can be seen in Table PSE-1, the values are the same, to the nearest millimeter, for the two sets
of size C measurements. The measurements are within one millimeter of each other in each of
the width and height dimensions for sizes A and B. Examination of a number of covers indicates
that the H&G / Schoenfeld measurement values in millimeters are almost invariably more
accurate than the Webb / Yang values in inches. The only minor discrepancy seen was that a
large majority of the size B covers measured closer to 119 mm. wide than to 120 mm. wide.
Nonetheless, it is recommended that the H&G / Schoenfeld millimeter values be employed when
sizing Hong Kong PSE. A tolerance of plus or minus one or two millimeters should be allowed
to compensate for natural size variations resulting from the folding process, and care should be
taken to determine if a cover has been cut down during or after its opening.

CATALOG

A
Inches

A
Millimeters

B
Inches

SIZE
B
C
Millimeters Inches

C
Millimeters

D
Inches

D
Millimeters

Webb /
Yang
3-1/8 x 5-1/2 = 79 x 140 3-3/4 x 4-3/4 = 95 x 121 4-3/8 x 5-1/2 = 111 x 140 4-1/2 x 5-1/2 = 114 x 140
H&G /
Schoenfeld
78 x 140
94 x 120
111 x 140
113 x 145

Table PSE-1. Comparison of catalog sizes of Hong Kong PSE
Thanks to Paul Campion, who provided the Government Notification displayed below, which
states the values / sizes of PSE that were to be available as of 1.1.03. It may be presumed that
the sizes stated in this notification are in British inches. Although the stated sizes can be directly
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correlated with the letter designations used for sizes in the catalogs, the numerical sizes in this
notification do not seem to correspond very well with the numerical equivalents of these letter
designations. The sum of length and width in Table PSE-1 is reasonably close to the sizes given
in the notification for catalog sizes A (31/8 + 5½ = 85/8 in table, vs. 8¼ in notice) and C (43/8 +
5½ = 97/8, vs. 9 ¾). However, the size “13” in the notice, which should correspond to Size B, is
much greater than the sum of length and width for Size B in Table PSE-1 (3¾ + 4¾ = 8½, vs.
“13”?). The only explanation that comes to mind is the possibility that the sum of length and
width for one of the registered envelopes was erroneously substituted for that of a Size B PSE.

GOVERNMENT NOTIFICATION.—No. 755.
The following is published.
By Command,

F. H. MAY,
Colonial Secretary.

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Hongkong, 5th December, 1902.

POSTAGE ENVELOPES AND NEWSPAPER WRAPPERS.
______________
It is hereby notified that, on and after the 1st of January next, the under-mentioned Postage
Envelopes and Newspaper wrappers will be sold at face value at Hongkong and its Postal Agencies in
China :—
Postage Envelopes
1 cent
2 cents
2 ”
4 ”
4 ”
5 ”
5 ”
10 ”
10 ”

……………...Size
……………... ”
……………... ”
……………... ”
……………... ”
……………... ”
……………... ”
……………... ”
……………... ”

8¼
8¼
13
9¾
13
9¾
13
9¾
13

Newspaper Wrapper
2 cents.
4 ”

E. CORNEWALL LEWIS,
Acting Postmaster General.

General Post Office, Hongkong, 4th December, 1902.

As can be observed from the following 11.11.03 HKPO notice (provided through the courtesy of
Mr. Whittington, and relayed by Mr. Norton), the preceding 4.12.02 policy of selling PSE at face
value did not last very long: a charge of 1c (1/5 cent per envelope) was added to the face value of
PSE sold in packets of 5.
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Mr. Campion noted:
“The QV 1c PSE appeared in 1900 and was followed by the KEVII 1c PSE in 1903.
There were 10,000 QV and 50,000 KEVII envelopes produced. The cost of the
envelopes (excluding printing plates etc.) was 0.468c each (9/9d per thousand).”

Although the cost of a single PSE was almost a half cent each, the purchasers were only required
to pay 1/5 of a cent in addition to the stamp value, according to the 11.11.03 HKPO notice
shown above. Thus, the HK government subsidized use of the PSE for businesses and private
users. It is unclear from the 11.11.03 notice if a single PSE could be purchased individually, or
if they could only be acquired in packets of five. The table below, from the HK Postmaster’s
Annual Report for 1910 (http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/a1910/114.pdf), implies that a single PSE
could be purchased, since nothing is said indicating that they were only sold in packets of five.
The enlarged segment below the full table clearly shows that 1/5 of a cent was levied, in addition
to the imprinted value of the stamp on each envelope, but how was it to be collected? Surely the
business community would not have stood for rounding up of the 1/5 of a cent additional charge
per PSE to a full cent.
The table below has been reproduced in full, since the statistics for stamps may be of interest to
some readers, as well as those for postal stationery. Besides the change in sales of the various
issues from 1909 to 1910, which was the purpose of this table, it also demonstrates the major
differences in sales between various items. For example, the sale of only 200 5c PSE in 1910
was roughly 2½ percent of the 4c PSE sales. Actually, it is surprising that any 5c PSE were sold
in 1909 or 1910, since the table of various postal rates that went into effect on 1.10.1907 shows
no 5c rate (Proud, page 227). Conversely, the 1906 Shanghai “Ladies Directory” listed a 5c per
½ ounce letter rate for China “To all places at which there is no British Post Office or Agency”.
In comparison with the 9,000 plus 4c PSE sold in 1909 and 1910, Chris Norton notes that the
1915 HK GPO report shows 12,694 KGV 4c PSEs sold in 1914 and 11,275 in 1915.
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H&G stated that some types of HK PSE were printed on white paper and some on grey paper,
but did not distinguish which. Col. Webb and Mr. Yang recorded the specific PSE values that
were printed on grey paper, but for some mysterious reason this key identification information
was not specified in the Schoenfeld catalog.
It seems peculiar that PSE are the only category of HK PS issued pre-WWII for which no KGV
“CHINA” overprints were requisitioned and sold. This is particularly surprising given that PSE
seemed to be very popular in HK, as indicated by the number of varieties printed and the long
duration of their usage, and since even the lowly KGV 2c newspaper wrapper was over-printed
“CHINA,” although it has not yet been recorded used. Mr. Perrin’s discourse on the “CHINA”
overprints, nor none of the HK PS catalogs, have sought to explain this apparent inconsistency,
or have even noted it. It should also be noted that the scarcity of used PSE examples tends to
increase from QV to KG VI issues, the 20c KG VI value only having been seen in used condition
as a FDC.
Although Webb listed the different PSE stamp values and envelope sizes as individual items, he
recorded ERD / LRD only as a composite for each reign. An effort has been made to distinguish
ERD / LRD at the more granular levels of indicia value and envelope size in these tables.
Webb’s ERD and LRD values are shown at the top of each table, and any earlier or later dates
known for the individual PSE items are shown below. Since it is not possible to know to which
specific cataloged item Webb’s composite ERD and LRD for the reign applied, in some cases an
ERD for a specific PSE item has been recorded that is somewhat later than Webb’s composite
ERD, or an LRD for a specific PSE item has been listed that is somewhat earlier than Webb’s
composite LRD.
The ERD / LRD and related information for Hong Kong PSE have been provided in separate
tables for each reign. Information may be accessed by clicking on the links below.
Reign / Type

Section

Table

Queen Victoria

PSE-A

PSE-2

King Edward

PSE-B

PSE-3

King George V

PSE-C

PSE-4

King George VI

PSE-D

PSE-5

Official Paid

PSE-E

Postage Paid

PSE-F

Note that sections addressing Official Paid and official Postage Paid envelopes have been added
in this part of the monograph. As indicated in monograph Part 2, Post Cards, Section PC-F, the
decision to include Mr. Mak’s official “Postage paid” post card led to the inclusion of “Postage
Paid” and “Official Paid” envelopes, as well.
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Webb Sch.
#
#

Issue
Date
Value & Format
QV
1900 1c yellow on white * paper
* "white": see 2nd par. on pg. A-3
2c green on white paper

A

Size
B C

1

1

x

2

2

2a

2a

2c green on white paper

x

3

3

4c carmine on white paper

x

3a

3a

4c carmine on grey paper

4

4

5c lilac on white paper

4a

4a

5c lilac on grey paper

5

5

10c blue on white paper

5a

5a

10c blue on grey paper

x

x

x
x

x
x

D

Early
Late
Notes
30.10.00 24.5.04 Webb dates
5.12.00
ERD: PhilaChina, 1.2004, lot 2126 (philatelic).
10.12.08 LRD: Dynasty, 10.2012, lot 1005; + 1c KE to Canton
25.2.01
ERD: LCS - Amoy cds, to lieutenant onboard naval
6.6.04 vessel in harbor. LRD: Proud - Foochow
5.12.00
ERD: PhilaChina, 1.2004, lot 2127.
LRD: EBay
10.7.06 2969173154, 12.2003 - 2c QV imprint + 2c KE stamp
8.10.00
ERD: Auction catalog source not noted.
24.6.08 LRD: Cavendish, 3.2003, lot 218 - Port Ed / W-H-W
framed cancel
4.3.01
ERD: PhilaChina, 7.2004, lot 975.
24.3.5 LRD: Sun, 12.1979, lot 160 - Canton Type Dv: single
digit year: 12.1.5 - 26.2.7; catalog year "9" incorrect
18.11.00
ERD: Interasia, 4.2012, lot 1313.
8.9.09 LRD: PhilaChina, 7.2007, lot 696
13.1.01
ERD: Christie's, 11.1995, lot 2380 - Hankow registered
25.4.5 LRD: Bull, 6.2011, lot 1059 - Canton Type Dv, single
digit year
ERD: Christies, 11.1995, lot 2316 - Overall earliest PSE
28.8.00
30.12.08 LRD: Chris Norton - Victoria to Germany
22.12.00
ERD: Bull, 6.2011, lot 1083; Hankow registered.
7.1.7 LRD: Unitric, 1.2006, lot 1339 - year: "7"

Table PSE-2. Hong Kong QV postal stationery envelopes, description and usage dates
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As shown in Table PSE-2, QV PSE were issued in five values: 1c for local bulk printed matter
(Type 1; Schoenfeld followed Webb’s PSE numbering scheme), 2c for local letters and printed
matter sent to other countries (Webb / Sch. 2 and 2a), 4c for the letter rate to the British Empire
(Webb / Sch. 3 and 3a), 5c for the letter rate to China (Webb / Sch. 4 and 4a), and 10c for the
letter rate to the rest of the UPU countries (Webb / Sch. 5 and 5a). Colonel Webb’s “a” suffixes
designated size and envelope color variations for each PSE value. Since the intended usage of
the 1c and 5c PSE indicated above are questioned from time to time, rationale for their having
been produced, sold, and used is indicated below.
The question was posed by Mr. Campion in a private correspondence: What was the intended
use of the 1c postal stationery envelopes? This question was also raised in HKSC Bulletin
231/30, but the response from only a single member in Bulletin 232/11 was:
“By 1917, the lowest letter rate (e.g. between Hong Kong and Canton) would appear
to have been 2c. But I do not know whether at any stage prior to 1917 there was ever
a 1c letter rate.”

In Bulletin 234/15 I quoted the specific language in the 1889 “Hong Kong Postal Guide”, page
XXXII, from Mr. Patrick Pearson’s Advanced Philatelic Research. The excerpt below is
reproduced from Pearson’s book:

It should be noted that the use of 1c envelopes for local printed matter was apparently preceded
by the application of the red encircled “PAID” marking on such covers, although that “PAID”
mark was also used on official correspondence.
There was a 5c per ½ ounce letter rate from HK and the British Treaty Ports in China to other
specified countries in East Asia (see Table PC-1) from 1880 to 1.1.95, but from then onward the
only 5c letter rate found was to China. The language defining “China” in the HKPO rate tables
changed over the years, but as an example, the 25.1.97 HK GPO notice simply stated:
“Rates of Postage / in Hong Kong and at British Post Offices in China . . . Letters
per ½ oz. . . . To . . . China, (or from China to Hong Kong) . . . 5 . . . cents”

As previously noted, the 1906 Shanghai Ladies’ Directory listed a 5c per ½ ounce letter rate
from Shanghai to China “To all places at which there is no British Post Office or Agency”. The
HKPO 1.10.07 rate notice listed the letter rate from HK and the BPOs in China to “Chinese Post
Offices and foreign Post Offices in China” as 4c “not exceeding 1 oz. or 20 gms.”, and 4c for
“each additional 1 oz. or 20 gms.” Although not explicitly stated, the 4c / 1 ounce rate applied to
letters from HK, and the 4c / 20 grams rate applied to letters from the BPOs in China.
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Webb recorded HK QV PSE used from 30.10.00 to 24.5.04, but a set of five of these envelopes
(one for each value issued), cancelled to order by the Kowloon type A date stamp on 5.12.00,
were the only 1900 examples found in preceding research. The “00” of 1900 is only faintly
visible on two of the covers, but it is clear that all were cancelled at the same time. This set was
listed as lots 2126 to 2130 in the 1.2004 Philachina auction. Since these are unaddressed, “hand
back” items, other used covers are illustrated below.
The 28.8.00 10c PSE (R. H. Taylor collection, Christie's, 11.1995, lot 2316) exhibited in Figure
PSE-1a predates Col. Webb’s 30.10.00 ERD for HK PSEs by two months, so it has become the
earliest PSE usage recorded herein. This new ERD appears to be a lighter shade than the 5c grey
PSE ERD, offered as lot 2380 in the same catalog, so it is believed to be the white paper type (to
my eyes, “white” is a misnomer for what some would call buff, and what my wife would term
cream). Ratio analysis confirms that this is a size B PSE. Since this cover was franked with HK
postage, it was correctly mailed at the HKPO, whereas the 4c PSE shown in Figure PSE-1e was
posted at the Base Office (military PO) at HK, which was not officially authorized. This QV 10c
PSE was sent to New South Wales (NSW) by a member of the NSW Naval Contingent at HK.
Later covers sent by the same sailor show that he was involved in the aftermath of the Boxer
Rebellion. The Chinese Boxers had cut off the foreign legations in Peking on 9.6.00, and those
legations were not relieved by the foreign military forces until 14.8.00, according to Col. Webb.
Webb recorded only two earlier Boxer Rebellion covers than that shown in Figure PSE-1a.

Figure PSE-1a. 28.8.00 HK 10c: Overall PSE ERD; very early Boxer Rebellion use
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Postage due (“T,” believed to be a late use of Proud type UP5: 1884 - 96) was levied by the HK
GPO on the Figure PSE-1a letter. This cover was then marked “3 D” due when initially received
in Sydney, although both marks were subsequently crossed out with green crayon. Apparently,
the letter was over a half ounce, so double the rate was due. The 10c prepaid by the PSE, plus 3
pence = 6c marked as the additional amount due on arrival, totals 16c. This is not a multiple of
the 10c per half ounce rate to UPU countries, which the Australian Colonies had joined in 1891.
This indicates the possibility that the HKPO clerk charged the letter as if the Australian Colonies
were members of the British Empire Penny Post Scheme, but Australia did not join until 1905.
Proud’s single example of the one cent yellow PSE sent from any of the Treaty Ports, a 29.6.04
Hankow use, is superseded by a 19.1.01 registered 1c PSE example sent from Hankow (Spink,
11.2003, lot 1316). The latter, as with almost all of the few used examples of the 1c PSE that
have been seen, bears additional stamps to make up other higher rates. My (ex.) 7.1.03 example
is the earliest that I recall seeing of a QV 1c PSE used without any additional franking to a local
HK address. Thus, it correctly paid the 1c local bulk printed matter rate described above, very
few of which are known. However, the only image that I still have of it is an ugly monochrome
photocopy, so Charles Chan’s 17.9.03 1c PSE, also paying the rare 1c local bulk printed matter
rate, is exhibited in Figure PSE-1b. Cancelled “Victoria”, and addressed to Siemssen & Co.
locally within HK, it may well be a non-philatelic use. A 25.1.01 QV 1c PSE, addressed within
Amoy (Bull, 3.2008, lot 2181), is the earliest known overall correct local use, but it is a virtually
identical philatelic usage to the 2c PSE shown below in Figure PSE-1c. The QV 1c PSE LRD
also bears a 1c KE stamp paying the scarce 2c local rate to Canton (Dynasty, 10.2012, lot 1005).

Figure PSE-1b. QV 1c PSE paying local bulk printed matter rate: very few known
Although philatelic, the 25.2.01 cover illustrated in Figure PSE-1c is the earliest recorded use of
the HK 2c green, size A PSE (Sch. 2). The 2c imprinted stamp on this cover paid the local letter
rate within and between HK and the Treaty Ports. It was cancelled by the 22 mm. Amoy c.d.s.
with wide “Y” (Proud type D6: 1899-1906). This cover was addressed to a Lieutenant on board
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an Austrian naval vessel in the Amoy harbor. As mentioned above, the Figure PSE-1c cover has
a philatelic twin on a 1c yellow PSE.

Figure PSE-1c. QV 2c PSE: 25.2.01 - Size A ERD; local letter rate to Lt. on warship
My (ex.) 2.6.02 QV 2c PSE shown in Figure PSE-1d is the next earliest known use of this size B
PSE after the CTO 5.12.00 cover listed as the ERD in the table above. This PSE is annotated
“Bookpost” which was the official term sometimes used to cover all types of printed matter. It
paid the 2c per 2 ounces rate applicable to such printed matter, which had been in effect to all
destinations since 1894. This cover bears a Singapore return address on the back, indicating that
it apparently was posted on board a ship sailing for HK, and so was cancelled there upon arrival.

Figure PSE-1d. QV 2c PSE, Size B: 2.6.02; 2c printed matter rate worldwide
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Figure PSE-1e. Only known QV PSE paying 2c local letter rate from HK to Macau
The 17.10.03 QV 2c size B PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-1e correctly paid the 2c per half ounce
local letter rate from HK and the Canton BPO to Macao. The rate from all other British POs in
China to Macao was 5c until it was changed to 4c / ounce in late 1907. This is the only example
that I have seen of a QV 2c PSE used to pay the local letter rate to Macao. It is only the second
known example of any 2c PSE used to pay this local letter rate to Macao (the other, later KE
example is shown in Figure PSE-2e). The Macau c.d.s. canceling the HK indicia on this cover
indicates that it apparently was mailed on board a post boat or other vessel sailing from HK to
Macau, and so it was cancelled upon its arrival at the latter port.
The 8.10.00 ERD for 4c PSE is illustrated in Figure PSE-1f. The plethora of Indian markings on
the back of this cover demonstrate that it was sent from place to place in search of the addressee,
whom the sender had indicated was in a hospital in India. The admission of HK to the British
Empire “Penny Post” scheme was reflected in a 22.12.98 HKPO rate notice, the equivalent HK
rate being 4 cents. The list of British Colonies to which the 4c per half ounce “Empire” rate
applied included “British India”. The 4c India rate was extended to Pondicherry, and other such
foreign offices in India, in a 28.12.01 HKPO rate notice.
The 4c indicia on the Figure PSE-1f cover is cancelled by a “Base Office” (i.e., Base PO) c.d.s.
The Base Office was moved from Wei Hai Wei to HK in 8.00, according to Col. Webb, probably
after the 14.8.00 relief of the foreign legations in Peking, which had been under siege by the
Boxers. This is quite an early use of the Base PO, which remained at HK until 1903, according
to Webb. He noted that the Indian contingent was supposed to use Indian stamps overprinted
C.E.F., and that use of HK stamps at the Base Office, such as that on the PSE shown below, was
“unofficial”. Webb recorded two types of Base Office cancels, but the example on the cover
below is of a different type. I recorded a few additional types of Base Office c.d.s., including the
type on the cover below, in HKSCJ 329.
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Figure PSE-1f. QV 4c Size B PSE: 8.10.00 ERD; early “Base Office” cancel
I had another QV 4c Size B PSE sent from HK to Yokohama in 1905, later use than recorded by
Webb. This was apparently paid at 2 x 2c printed matter rate, vs. underpaid at the 4c Empire
letter rate, instead of at the 10c UPU letter rate applicable to Japan, since there is no indication of
it having been treated as postage due. An interesting registered usage of this 4c PSE bears the
earliest recorded use of the Swatow encircled “R” canceling the stamps (Sun, 7.1990, lot 438).
The 4.3.01 QV 4c PSE that is illustrated in Figure PSE-1g is the ERD for the Size C, grey paper,
envelope (Philachina, 7.2004, lot 975). It is one of a set of three philatelically used PSE, also
including the 2c, and the 5c grey, all cancelled at Shanghai on the same date, and all addressed
identically to the S.M.S. First Bismark via the Shanghai German Post Office. The “01” part of
the Shanghai BPO date is difficult to discern, but it has been accepted as the ERD based on the
4.3.01 Shanghai Deutsche Post backstamp stated in the catalog descriptions of these covers.
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Figure PSE-1g. QV 4c Size C, grey PSE: 4.3.01 ERD; Shanghai: BPO to German PO

Figure PSE-1h. 18.11.00: 5c PSE ERD; very seldom seen PSE interport usage
The 18.11.00 QV 5c, size B, white (buff) paper, PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-1h (IA 4.2012, lot
774) predates the previous CTO 5.12.00 ERD that is mentioned above. Although the letter rate
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to China proper (i.e., not including the Foreign Treaty Ports and agencies) was 5c per half ounce,
which is the rate paid by the cover shown in Figure PSE-1h, the letter rate between HK and
Canton was only 2 cents per half ounce. Thus, this letter was either: 1) paid at the 5c China rate
to ensure its delivery, 2) unintentionally overpaid, or 3) was philatelic in nature. Regardless of
the reason for use of the 5c PSE, it is the earliest use that I recall having seen of a PSE franked at
the 5c rate to China proper. It is also a very seldom seen interport usage of PSE.
The 25.4.5 latest known use of the QV 5c size C PSE (Sch. 4) listed in the table above bears a
Webb Type Dv Canton c.d.s.; i.e., a single digit year date and a normal index “B”. The cover
illustrated in Figure PSE-1i bears a 14.2.5 Webb Type Dvi Canton c.d.s., the earliest recorded by
Webb, and later use of QV PSE than he recorded. Type Dvi is characterized by a reversed index
“B” and a single figure year date. Dr. Schoenfeld provided no wider usage range for this c.d.s.
subtype than the 14.2.5 - 27.12.6 recorded by Webb. I have “7.1.5” noted as ERD for this c.d.s.
subtype in my copy of Webb, but without any reference from which I can now validate this.
Research on other Treaty Port index letter usage indicates the possibility that the reversed index
“B,” and other such variations, may have been used by an additional, alternate, or second shift
postal clerk at the Canton BPO. Webb stated that the Canton c.d.s. type with “reversed letter B
is not uncommon,” and that “cancellations with index letter A are rare,” but my experience
indicates the reverse.

Figure PSE-1i. QV 5c size C PSE; Canton Dvi: reversed “B”, single digit year-14.2.5
As indicated above, the only 5c rate active during the first decade of the 20th century was for
letters to China. However, the only usage I have seen of the QV and KE 5c PSE (other than the
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Figure PSE-1h envelope, and a 1904 example overpaid 1c to GB (IA 6.2013, lot 3618)) is the
1905-09 correspondence addressed to Messrs. Vania or Dinshaw Mistry at the same address in
Bombay, India, an example of which is illustrated in Figure PSE-1i. As discussed with regard to
the 4c PSE displayed in Figure PSE-1f, the British Empire letter rate to India was 4c for the
initial weight increment. However, I had in my collection two QV and one KE 5c PSE that were
part of this correspondence. The example above is the earliest, the latest being a 9.2.09 QV 5c
PSE, and I have seen quite a number of others over the years.
I have also seen 4c PSE that were part of this correspondence; for example: 11.9.03 (John Bull,
6.2011, lot 1256) and 24.3.09 (Sun, 12.1979, lot 160), and a 10c QV PSE dated 20.3.05 (Spink,
1.2013, lot 2541). So why was the 5c PSE, which was only required for letters to China proper,
used in the sited correspondence to India, which required only a 4c rate for letters? Note: I don’t
recall having seen 5c PSE used to India by any other HK firm than that which sent the mail sited
above. I think it quite possible that company may have stocked up on PSE, including 5c PSE for
their China business, in 1905 or before, and then had a fall-off in their China business, so then
employed the extra 5c PSE for their business with India. Additionally, the 5c letter rate to China
was lowered to 4c on 1.10.07, so 5c PSE became extinct. Although this was a 1c overpayment
per letter, that was seen as more financially viable than the total wastage of their stock of 5c PSE.
A QV 5c size A PSE is noted in HKSC NL 271, pg. 3, as having been sold in Christie’s Robson
Lowe 7.1989 sale of Jack Gee’s collection, lot 231. However, only sizes B and C are recorded
for the 5c PSE, and no illustration was provided by means of which the type could be verified.

Figure PSE-1j. QV 10c size C PSE ERD; Hankow registered; French Ligne N #1
The QV 10c size c PSE shown in Figure PSE-1j (front only) was registered at and sent from
Hankow on 22.12.00, so it is the ERD for this type of envelope. It was carried by the French
Oceanien from Shanghai, but the Ligne N #1 c.d.s. was not applied until her departure from HK.
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Webb Sch. Issue
#
#
Date
Value & Format
KE
6
6
1903 1c brown on white paper

A

Size
B C

D

x

7

7

2c green on white paper

x

7a

7a

2c green on white paper

x

8

8

4c carmine on white paper

x

8a

8a

4c carmine on grey paper

9

9

5c lilac on white paper

9a
10

9a
10

5c lilac on grey paper
10c blue on white paper

10a

10a

10c blue on grey paper

x
x

Early
Late
Notes
9.9.03 4.12.13 Webb dates
23.11.03
ERD: IA, 12.2012, lot 3360 - Kowloon local use
20.3.06 LRD: LCS - for intended 1c local bulk printed matter
29.5.13 LRD: Chris Norton - uprated for Kowloon to Austria
30.12.03
ERD: LCS - 1st period via Siberia (only 11.03 - 2.04),
.
to Tunis; 2c international printed matter rate.
9.10.13 LRD: Chris Norton - Victoria to Germany
31.10.03
ERD: Chris Norton - 2c local letter from HK to Canton
30.8.13 LRD: Bull, 9.2004, lot 1069 - KB c.d.s., local use
8.3.06
ERD: Chris Norton - straight line security mark
19.4.12 LRD: PhilaChina, 7.2007, x-lot 698 - HK type H: GPO
6.10.03
ERD: Bull, 10.2008, lot 859 - with "Too Late"
28.4.13 LRD: Zurich Asia, 11.2002, lot 1214 - Tientsin reg.
28.3.5
ERD: LCS - Canton Type Dv overpaid 1c to Bombay
10.9.10 LRD: Bull, 6.2011, lot 1257; + 6c for 10c rate

x
x
x

"J? 10 /
03"
9.10.03

ERD: Ms. Susan Crewe - ERD for all KE PSE.
At least 2 months earlier than recorded by Webb.
ERD: Chris Norton - Victoria to Germany
27.12.12 LRD: PhilaChina, 5.2005, lot 991

Table PSE-3. Hong Kong KE postal stationery envelopes, description and usage dates
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My (ex.) 2.9.05 KE 1c brown size A PSE (Sch. 6), which was recorded in HKSC Newsletter 271
(Enclosure 2, page 1), was previously listed herein as the ERD for this envelope (illustrated in
ZA, 11.2006, lot 1209). This cover bore on its back the very seldom seen “Victoria / Hong
Kong” c.d.s. without sidebars (Webb Type I ii).
That 1905 PSE ERD has now been superceded by a 23.11.03 KE 1c PSE brown example that is
cancelled by the second type of Kowloon c.d.s. (Proud Type D2: 1902 – 15), as is illustrated in
Figure PSE-2a (IA, 12.2012, lot 3360). This, and the 1905 KE 1c PSE, paid the rare 1c local
bulk printed matter rate, for which the use of this envelope was intended (see the information
following Table PSE-2 and Figure PSE-1b).

Figure PSE-2a. 23.11.03: KE 1c PSE ERD; rare 1c local bulk printed matter rate
The 21.5.04 KE 1c PSE exhibited in Figure PSE-2b was kindly submitted by Chris Norton as the
revised ERD for this envelope, but the date of this cover was superseded by the Figure PSE-2a
PSE date before his submission could be published. Chris modestly notes that this envelope
(although philatelically over-franked 3c) bears the very scarce Norton Type 3 registration label.
He records that this was used 12.9.03 - 22.9.04, although I have a note of an 8.9.03 example.
Ming Tsang records this registration label as Type HKD: 10.03 – 11.04, so a composite period of
use spanning the individual records of these gentlemen provides a two month extension, for a
total of only a 15 month recorded period of usage.
There appear to be two subtypes of this basic type of registration label. The subtypes can be
most easily distinguished by the tail at the right side of the “R”. The vertical part of the tail
appears to be only a single line thick in Norton’s example, whereas the tail is quite a lot thicker
in the two examples shown by Tsang. This does not appear to be a matter of wear with aging,
since the cover to which Tsang’s “thick tail” example is affixed is a 10.03 registration envelope,
whereas Norton’s “thin tail” example is on a 5.04 PSE.
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Figure PSE-2b. 21.5.04 KE 1c PSE; scarce Norton Type 3 registration label
My (ex.) 20.3.06 KE 1c brown PSE was the latest known usage of this envelope to pay the rare
1c local bulk printed matter rate, for which its use was intended. The indicia was cancelled by
the seldom seen “General Post Office / Hong Kong” c.d.s. There appear to be dots between the
words “General Post Office” in this date stamp vs. dashes, which indicates that this is five years
earlier usage of Proud Type D85 than he recorded (28.12.11 – 24.4.17). That LRD has now been
superseded in this monograph update by a 7.1.11 local printed matter use with Webb Type Jii
c.d.s. (no inner circle) canceling the indicia (Bull, 12.1998, lot 1102). I also had a 20.9.09 KE 1c
PSE, up-rated with a 4c KE adhesive stamp to pay the 4c Empire letter rate, which was the LRD
in the initial version of this monograph, but the overall latest use of the 1c KE PSE now recorded
herein is 29.5.13 (information supplied through the courtesy of Chris Norton). This cover was
up-rated to satisfy the 10c rate to UPU countries, which was in effect from 1880 to 1930. The
indicia was cancelled by a Kowloon Type B c.d.s., and it was then sent to Austria.
The 10.2008 John Bull catalog indicates that the lot 872 cover bears two KE 1c stamps, which
were cancelled by a 22.8.11 “K.B.” c.d.s., but in actuality it is a 1c PSE bearing an additional 1c
adhesive stamp. Although the 1c local bulk printed matter rate is still shown in the official rate
tables at least until 1926, this item apparently did not qualify, so the 1c stamp was added to pay
the 2c per 2 ounces “Bookpost” (printed matter) rate, as it was docketed (see Figure PSE-1d
description re. this rate). This 1c PSE + 1c stamp cover is addressed to Kongmoon, which is an
extremely rare destination from HK for extant mail, although situated only a few miles above
Macau in the Pearl River delta. Although Kongmoon was quite a small place, there was a British
Consulate there at least as early as 1904, based on the return address of the only Kongmoon post
card with “I. P. O.” tie print (no covers) recorded in the Postal History Society of China study of
these markings (Volume 1, Number2, Winter 2001).
The KE 2c green size A PSE (Sch. 7) illustrated in Figure PSE-2c is the earliest use (30.12.03)
so far seen of this envelope. The 19.4.12 latest date listed in Table PSE-3 for the KE 2c green
size A PSE is not later than Webb’s 4.12.13 LRD for the KE PSEs in general. A later date has
been seen, but unfortunately could not be verified: the KE 2c green size A PSE offered as lot
1067 in the 4.2004 Bull auction was described as cancelled on 10.12.16, but was not illustrated.
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Figure PSE-2c. KE 2c size A PSE – ERD; via Siberia, during 1st period, to Tunis
The 2c stamp imprinted on the KE 2c green PSE shown in Figure PSE-2c paid the international
printed matter rate, which is considerably less common, extant, than letter rate mail. This 2c KE
PSE was addressed to Tunis, which is an extremely scarce destination from Hong Kong, only
one earlier cover being known. It was sent on the French MM Line Polynesian from Hong Kong
to Shanghai. It then went “Via Siberia” to Europe and, as with the Figure PC-5c post card, this
transmission was during the short-lived first period (11.03 – 2.04) of the official British use of
the Trans-Siberian Railway. As such, it is one of around a dozen known examples of mail sent
from Hong Kong via Siberia during that first four-month period of railroad service.

Figure PSE-2d. KE 2c size B PSE ERD: 31.10.03; 2c local letter from HK to Canton
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The KE PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-2d is the 31.10.03 ERD for the 2c, size B, envelope. This
cover, which is addressed to the principal of Pustau & Co. at Canton, is quite likely a legitimate,
non-philatelic usage. This KE 2c PSE was correctly used to pay the 2c per half ounce local letter
rate between HK, Canton, and Macau (another 2c HK to Canton use: Dynasty, 10.2012, lot 1005).

Figure PSE-2e. Only known KE PSE paying 2c local letter rate from HK to Macau
My (ex.) 24.11.04 KE 2c size B PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-2e correctly paid the 2c per half
ounce local letter rate from HK and the Canton BPO to Macao. The rate from all other British
POs in China to Macao was 5c until it was changed to 4c / ounce in late 1907. This is the only
example that I have seen of a KE 2c PSE used to pay the 2c / ½ ounce local letter rate from HK
or the Canton BPO to Macao. It is only the second example that I have seen of any 2c PSE used
to pay the 2c local letter rate to Macao (the other, earlier QV example is shown in Figure PSE1e). Although I had noted this rate in the auction lot description (ZA 6.2007, lot 890), I had not,
unfortunately, studied the postal history features of this item sufficiently to become aware of its
rate usage rarity prior to selling it. So, if the current owner or this PSE happens to read this, I
suggest that a note be made of the above information prior to its resale. You also might want to
consider submitting it for the Wilde Cup competition (I wish that I had).
Surprisingly, the earliest KE 4c, size B, PSE, which has so far been found, was not used until
8.3.06. The indicia bears a horizontal pen stroke, apparently applied as a (superfluous) security
marking. Although not the ERD, the 27.9.06 PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-2f is of more interest
(scans of both covers kindly submitted by Chris Norton). It is correctly paid at the four cents per
half ounce British Empire rate (“Imperial Penny Post”), which went into effect at HK on 1.1.99,
according to Col. Webb. Norton also notes that this PSE bears a Webb Type Iii c.d.s.: “Victoria /
Hong Kong” without sidebars between the upper and lower wording, but his humble nature has
precluded his mention of the rarity of this date stamp. Although the Webb Value Guide took no
notice of it, Proud records this c.d.s. as Type D76, State 2, used 2.9.05 – 9.12.10, although his
ERD and LRD have each since been extended by a few months. Proud values this date stamp at
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1,000 points on cover (correctly, in my opinion), the same value that he assigns to the 1882 – 98
encircled “PAID” (Type PD23). The “per Empress of Japan” annotation indicates that this cover
traveled across the Pacific Ocean, the continental US, and the Atlantic Ocean, to England.

Figure PSE-2f. 4c KE size B PSE: 27.9.06; rare Type Iii c.d.s.: sans sidebars

Figure PSE-2g. 13.3.08: Earliest known PSE paid at 4c / ½ ounce rate to China
The KE 4c size B PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-2g paid the 4c per ounce rate to China, which
went into effect on 1.10.07, superseding the preceding 5c per half ounce rate to that country.
Although sent on 13.3.08, over six months after introduction of the 4c rate, this is the earliest
known PSE at that rate to China proper. These 4c and 5c rates to China are very seldom seen,
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particularly to the smaller towns. This cover was addressed “via Swatow” to a missionary at
the Basel Mission in Lokong, which is roughly 90 miles northwest of Swatow (24.18 x 115.44,
according to the Atlas of the Chinese Empire, published in 1908). It was routed via the Swatow
British PO and the Chinese PO at Swatow. The PSE indicia is cancelled by the Webb Type Jii
datestamp (24.?.07 – 14.2.11), which has no inner circle, and is very seldom seen used on a nonphilatelic cover. This PSE bears a light 16.3.08 Swatow British sub-PO c.d.s., which is upside
down about in the middle of the cover. It is Webb Type Fi, Proud sub-PO Type D3: 4.6.00 –
21.12.20. This sub-PO date stamp can be distinguished by the lower index letter “C”, than for
the similar c.d.s. (Proud Type D7) employed at the main Swatow BPO. Another 4c PSE (but
size D) from the same correspondence, was mailed on 17.12.09, but went direct to the Chinese
PO at Swatow, vs. via the BPO.

Figure PSE-2h. 4c KE size D PSE ERD: 6.10.03; “TOOLATE”: missed French ship
The KE 4c PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-2h is franked with an additional 7c in adhesive stamps
(859 Bull 10.2008), so it is over-franked 1c for the 10c per ounce rate to UPU countries. Since
the franking includes three 1c stamps, the question must be asked: why was this cover overfranked 1c? While it is possible that this could have been done by accident, it could also be that
the extra 1c paid for a certificate of posting. The “TOOLATE” marking is Proud I10, which is
recorded used 30.9.03 – 14.6.22, but Proud’s valuation indicates that this instruction mark is
quite scarce. The French MM Annam reached Saigon on 9.10.03, so would have left HK c.6.10,
which is the date on this cover. Thus, it appears that this letter was too late to be included in the
mail for the Annam, so it would have gone on the P&O Simla, which departed HK on 10.10.03.
A “TOOLATE” marking also appears on a 6.10.03 QV 1c PSE (Philachina, 1.2004, lot 2138).
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The 28.3.5 PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-2i is the earliest known KE 5c size B envelope. This
5c PSE overpaid the 4c per half ounce rate to India. See the discussion concerning this with
regard to the QV 5c PSE shown in Figure PSE-1g. This cover bears a Canton Webb Type Dv
c.d.s.; i.e., with a single digit year date and a normal index “B”, recorded used 1905 - 09.

Figure PSE-2i. KE 5c size B PSE ERD: 28.3.5 (one digit year); overpaid 1c to India
The KE 10c size B PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-2j is dated “J? 10 / 03”. Unfortunately, the
month cannot be explicitly identified, since only a “J”, but not the second letter of the month
abbreviation, is visible. Ms. Crewe, who kindly submitted the scan of this cover, noted that the
month could thus be January, June or July. However, even if it is July, it is still earlier than the
previously recorded earliest date of 20.8.03 recorded for the KE Schoenfeld Type 10 PSE. Not
only is this the new ERD for the 10c PSE, but it has become the ERD for all KE PSE values and
sizes. Col. Webb recorded 9.9.03 as the KE PSE ERD.

Figure PSE-2j. KE 10c PSE - “J? 10 / 03”: ERD for all KE PSE values and sizes
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Chris Norton’s 9.10.03 ERD of the KE 10c size D PSE is illustrated in Figure PSE-2k. Although
this PSE paid the common 10c letter rate to UPU member countries, which was effective in HK
from 1880 to 1930, it is seldom seen, particularly as a non-philatelic usage. This cover was sent
on the P&O Simla II, which entered service in 1895, but this was her first voyage from HK (on
10.10) to Colombo (on 22.10). She was torpedoed during the First World War, according to Mr.
Kirk’s Volume 2. This letter was then transported by the P&O ships Rome and Isis, arriving at
Brindisi on 5.11, so it should have reached its destination in Germany c.7.11.

Figure PSE-2k. 9.10.03: earliest known KE 10c size D PSE; P&O Simla II FV
The latest known use of the KE 10c size D PSE is illustrated in Figure PSE-2l. This cover bears
an additional 6c adhesive stamp, which could have paid for up to triple the 2c printed matter rate,
while the 10c imprinted stamp paid the registration fee. The 27.12.12 date stamp establishes the
earliest known use on cover of the six cent King George V adhesive stamp, which was issued on
9.11.12, according to the Stanley Gibbons catalog.

Figure PSE-2l. 27.12.12: latest known KE 10c size D PSE + KGV 6c stamp ERD
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Webb Sch.
#
#

Issue
Date
KG V
1912

Value & Format

A

Size
B C

D

11

11

4c carmine (subtypes below)
Thick white paper, rounded flap

11

11a,
11b
11c

11b

11d

*

*

Greenish-granite paper, H&G 11c
* Only recorded by Higgins&Gage

x

**

**

Buff paper, solid grey inside,
** Only recorded by Yang: EN 20

x

11a

Early
20.7.17

x

24.1.14

Thin white paper, rounded (Sch.
11a) or pointed (Sch. 11b) flap
White paper, blue-violet inside

x

18.12.20

Buff paper, exterior and interior,
pointed flap
Grey paper, granite inside

x

x

12.5.27

x

24.5.13

2.10.30

Late
Notes
3.6.35 Webb overall ERD and LRD for KGV PSE
See text re. subtype issue dates
ERD: LCS (ex Alan Doyle) - buff vs white paper
4.1.30 LRD: Chris Norton - HK to Punjab, India
ERD: Chris Norton: "thinner paper (I think!)"
"Pointed flap". Only candidate so far identified.
ERD: LCS - "Book Post" (philatelic)
26.3.36 LRD: Ebay 2968197537 - IA FFC to Singapore
26.3.38 LRD: Ms. Susan Crewe; possibly a previously
unrecorded subtype. Only known used example.
ERD for all KGV PSE: LCS - "KB" c.d.s.
2.12.13 LRD: Chris Norton - "Money Order Office" cds ERD
LCS: Not seen used
ERD: Chris Norton - 4c PSE +4c for 8c Empire rate
5.11.36 LRD: LCS - 1st CNAC flight to Canton
Underpaid 3c for 35c rate, but not postage due

Table PSE-4. Hong Kong KGV postal stationery envelopes, description and usage dates
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As can be seen in Table PSE-4, Dr. Schoenfeld recorded several KG V PSE paper types that Col.
Webb either had not seen or had not differentiated. H&G and Yang each recorded one additional
KG V PSE paper type that was not cataloged by Schoenfeld. In most cases it is not possible to
accurately distinguish between these types from auction catalog descriptions / illustrations, so
little ERD/ LRD information has been recorded for them.
The KG V 4c carmine size D PSE (Sch. 11d) illustrated in Figure PSE-3a is the earliest known
use (24.5.13) of all types and sizes of the HK KG V envelopes. Col. Webb did not record KG V
PSE used until 20.7.17, although these envelopes were initially printed in late 1912. The 4c
imprinted stamp on this cover, paying the letter rate to British Empire countries, was cancelled
by a Kowloon (“K.B.”) Webb Type B c.d.s. This letter was sent “per S.S. Guthrie” to Sydney,
Australia, where it arrived on 17.6.13.
The figure PSE-3a cover has a grey outer surface with granite interior. This is one of seven
different subtypes of KG V 4c PSE recorded by various authors, two of the subtypes being in
addition to those listed by Webb and Schoenfeld. The wide variation in known dates of use of
several of these subtypes raises the possibility that at least some were issued in later periods. For
example, the earliest known use of Yang EN 20, with buff exterior and solid grey interior, is
1930. Similarly, the Schoenfeld type 11c envelope, with white exterior and blue-violet interior,
has not been seen used until 1927, and its latest known use is 1936. An even later KG V PSE,
29.6.37, is one or the other of these two subtypes, but it is uncertain which (ebay 5676252548).
The latest known KG V PSE, 6.4.40, is also indeterminate as to subtype (ebay 120002409047).

Figure PSE-3a. 24.5.13: Earliest known overall use of KG V PSE; size D, grey
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The 24.1.14 earliest known use of the KG V PSE, size B, on thick buff paper, with a rounded
flap on the back is displayed in Figure PSE-3b. This usage, and the 1913 PSE shown in Figure
PSE-3a and 3f, are over three years earlier than the 1917 ERD recorded by Colonel Webb for
KGV PSE. The difference between thick and thin paper can only be ascertained through the
comparison of these two paper varieties with sensitive finger tips or a micrometer designed for
such measurements. Malcolm Hammersley’s postal stationery exhibit carefully demonstrates the
differences between “rounded” back flaps, such as this, and “pointed” flaps represented by Mrs.
Crewe’s new find illustrated below in Figure PSE-3d. Malcolm states that only two types were
issued, vs. the three listed by Schoenfeld, and he clarifies that the most obvious difference is in
the shape of the bend near the fold of the flap, vs. at the outer end of the flap. However, Mrs.
Crewe’s example shown below seems to be a third subtype that is not listed by Mr. Hammersley.
Neither Crewe nor Hammersley show Schoenfeld’s subtype 11a, so I am inclined to think that it
may be a typographical error or mis-statement in Schoenfeld’s listing.

Figure PSE-3b. 24.1.14 ERD: KG V PSE, size B, thick buff paper, rounded flap
Chris Norton has kindly provided scans of the 4.1.30 LRD of the KGV PSE, size B, on thick buff
paper, with a rounded flap on the back, and what may well be the only used example (18.12.20)
of the KGV PSE, size B, on thin paper, with a pointed flap, that has so far been identified. With
respect to the latter, which is exhibited in Figure PSE-3c, Chris says:
With regard to the KGV envelopes, I readily admit that I find it very difficult to give an
opinion on paper thickness.
The one dated 18.12.20 with the 'pointed' flap has a thinner 'feel' to it than the one with
the 'rounded' flap dated 4.1.30 - but that may have something to do with the fact that it
is somewhat distressed and scruffy.
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Figure PSE-3c. KG V, size B, pointed flap; believed to be thin paper; only 1 known

Figure PSE-3d. Only known KG V 4c PSE, buff exterior and interior, pointed flap
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My thanks to Ms. Susan Crewe for providing the scan of the KGV 4c PSE exhibited in Figure
PSE-3d, which she said appears to be Webb’s buff Type 11a. She noted that “The inside is a
uniform buff colour; therefore I think it is unlikely to be white paper that has deteriorated”. This
variety does not appear to be recorded by Higgins & Gage (H & G). Dr. Schoenfeld did not
record the paper color for some subtypes, but his “thinner paper, flap rounded end” (11a), and
“thinner paper, flap pointed end“ (11b), seem to correspond with H &G “laid white paper, with
rounded or pointed flap” (11). So Schoenfeld’s “thick paper, flap rounded end” (11) could be
buff, but Mrs. Crewe stated that her example has a pointed end, and her scan appears to support
this. Her 26.3.38 cover is the latest known KG V PSE. Thanks also to Malcolm Hammersley for
sending a scan with a clearer definition of the round and pointed flap subtypes than that given by
Dr. Schoenfeld. Yang records a “carmine / buff” PSE in a 4½ by 5½ inch size, which is thought
to be an error for the 3 ¾ inch x 4 ¾ inch size stated by Col. Webb, as shown by Mrs. Crewe.

Figure PSE-3e. 12.5.27 ERD of KG V PSE, size D, white with blue-violet interior
The 12.5.27 ERD of the KG V size D PSE, with a white exterior and a blue-violet interior, is
illustrated in Figure PSE-3e. This largest of the PSE sizes was not listed by Col. Webb on white
paper, but is so recorded by Dr. Schoenfeld. Webb recorded Size D only on the grey paper, as
shown by the Figure PSE-3a cover, and he did not make any mention of the different subtypes
with various colored interiors distinguished by other catalogers. The color difference between
white and buff usually requires a side-by-side comparison for a definitive identification, since
aging of the white envelopes tends to make them appear quite close to the PSE buff shade.
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The Figure PSE-3e envelope is clearly a philatelic creation, which may not have gone through
the mails. However, most of the various KGV PSE subtypes are very seldom seen in a used
condition, so such philatelic covers have preserved the record of their existence. Surprisingly, a
1936 example of this variety with blue-violet interior is also known. It was used for an Imperial
Airways First Flight Cover to Singapore.

Figure PSE-3f. 2.12.13: LRD of KG V, size D, grey PSE; “Money Order Office” ERD
My thanks to Chris Norton for sending the scan of the KGV 4c, grey paper with granite interior,
PSE exhibited in Figure PSE-3f. It is only the second example of this Schoenfeld 11d subtype
that I have seen, so although it is less than seven months later than my (ex.) ERD, it is listed as
the LRD herein. My discussion of “Money Order Office / Hong Kong” date stamps in HKSC Jn
365 included an earliest known date on cover of 22.1.23, and I further advanced that to 24.12.14
in Jn 366. Chris’s 2.12.13 example illustrated in Figure PSE-3f has now become the “Money
Order Office” cds ERD.
Thanks are once again due to Chris Norton for submitting the 2.10.30 ERD for the 4c KGV PSE
on buff paper with solid grey interior (only recorded by Yang: EN 20), which is illustrated in
Figure PSE-3g. A 4c adhesive stamp was affixed to this 4c PSE to comprise the new 8c per
ounce British Empire letter rate, which had only gone into effect two months before this cover
was sent. This is the earliest known usage of a PSE to pay in part the new 8c rate, which had
been increased from 4c per ounce on 1.8.30.
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Figure PSE-3g. 2.10.30 ERD: KGV 4c PSE grey interior; + 4c stamp for new 8c rate
The 5.11.36 LRD for the 4c KGV PSE on buff paper with solid grey interior is shown in Figure
PSE-3h. It was underpaid 3c for the 35c airmail rate to China, but was not marked postage due.

Figure PSE-3h. 5.11.36 LRD: KGV 4c PSE grey interior; CNAC HK – Canton FFC
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Webb Sch.
#
#
12

12

Issue
Date
Value & Format
KG VI
1939 15c carmine, white paper

13

13

1946

14
15

A

Size
B C

D
x

5c green, grey paper

x

14

8c red-brown, grey paper

x

15

20c black, grey paper

x

Early
Late
Notes
19.4.39 5.5.41 Webb dates
.
7.11.41 Pre-WWII LRD: LCS - 15c PSE + stamps: overpaid
14.5.46
.
Post-WWII ERD: PhilaChina, 5.2005, lot 1018
24.9.51 Post-WWII LRD: Bull, 10.2007, lot 2516
21.10.46 5.4.51 Webb dates
21.10.46
ERD: Chris Norton - FDC
4.6.52 LRD: HKPS, 4.2008 - 5c PSE + 20c + 30c adhesives
21.10.46
ERD: Chris Norton - FDC
23.6.51 LRD: Chris Norton
21.10.46
ERD: Chris Norton - FDC; No others seen used.

Table PSE-5. Hong Kong KG VI postal stationery envelopes, description and usage dates
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The KG VI 15c carmine size D PSE (Sch. 12) illustrated in Figure PSE-4a is the latest known
use: 7.11.41 of this envelope prior to the Pacific theater part of WWII. Col. Webb recorded use
of the 15c KG VI PSE from 19.4.39 to 5.5.41. A 15c PSE with additional 1c to 50c HK stamps
affixed, bearing Webb’s ERD date stamps, was offered as lot 2232 in the 3.2008 Bull auction. In
the original version of this monograph I stated: “The 15c envelope was intended for first class
surface mail sent to British Empire destinations from 1.6.36 to 1.2.41”, when that rate was then
increased to 20c. Chris Norton suggests that it seems more likely to him that the 15c PSE was
probably intended for use with the British “All Up” airmail scheme:
“In my opinion the 15c envelope (light-weight paper) was intended for the "Empire All
Up" scheme, i.e. the carriage of 1/2 oz of mail first class by air within the Empire. This
scheme was not extended to Hong Kong until 1.9.38, and it only remained valid until
3.9.39, after which it attracted a $1 surcharge because of the out break of WWII. This
one-year period of validity probably explains why it is difficult to find used examples of
this PSE without additional adhesives affixed. If the example recorded by Webb dated
19.4.39 does not have additional adhesives affixed, then it is a very scarce item.”

Chris also mentioned, however, that neither he nor Duncan Crewe have seen a KGVI 15c PSE
used to pay the 15c “All Up” airmail rate while it was in effect. Although I can understand
Chris’s logic, it seems somewhat surprising to me that a PSE would have been issued to satisfy
an airmail rate, when all other PSE issues were intended to pay various surface rates. Another
concern: given that the “All Up” airmail scheme took effect in HK on 1.9.38, why was the 15c
PSE not issued until 1939, according to the catalogs, and is not recorded used until 19.4.39?

Figure PSE-4a. KG VI 15c PSE – 7.11.41: Latest known pre-Pacific War use
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The 15c PSE remainders were used for other purposes after 1.2.41, when the Empire letter rate
was increased to 20c, as well as before that date, through the addition of the necessary amount of
adhesive stamps. The rate for airmail letters sent by Pan American Airways from HK to the US
was raised from $2.80 to $3.50 per half ounce on 2.8.40, and it remained there through the last
PAA flight out of HK before HK was occupied by the Japanese. Additional adhesive stamps
totaling $3.54 were added to the Figure PSE-4a cover, ostensibly an overpayment of 19c.
Although not recorded by Col. Webb, the KG VI 15c PSE was employed again after WWII, with
ERD and LRD as listed in Table PSE-5. As was the case before the war, this envelope was again
employed for uses other than its original intended purpose, franked with additional adhesive
stamps, as necessary to meet various rates. The earliest known post-WWII use of the 15c PSE:
14.5.46, is shown in Figure PSE-4b (Philachina, 5.2005, lot 1018). This cover was franked with
additional 5c and $1 adhesive stamps for a total of $1.20 to pay for up to a half ounce letter by
airmail to GB, and then by surface to Canada. The 14.5.46 date of the c.d.s., which cancels the
stamps, is earlier than recorded by Proud - Type D181: 5.6.46 – 17.4.61.

Figure PSE-4b. KG VI 15c PSE – 14.5.46: Earliest post-WW II use; c.d.s.: ERD
Three additional PSE were issued on 21.10.46, all size D on grey paper, according to Webb and
Yang, although Higgins & Gage described the paper used for all the KG VI issues as “white with
gray cross hatching on inside.” The 5c per ounce inland (local) letter rate, which had become
effective on 1.2.41, was satisfied by the 5c green PSE (Sch. 13, local use FDC illustrated in IA,
12.2012, lot 3317). The 12.9.41 recorded by Webb and Proud for this and other contemporary
rates was an unrecognized restatement of the 1.2.41 rates. This 5c local rate remained in effect
until it was raised to 10c on 1.4.49. Webb states that the local rate was raised to 8c on 1.11.41,
remaining at that amount until 1.4.46, but I have been unable to substantiate that from any other
reliable source, and reopening of the HKPO FDCs on 28.9.45 bear five cent stamps.
The 5c KG VI PSE illustrated in Figure PSE-4c bears additional 20c and 30c adhesive stamps for
a total of 55c (HKPS Newsletter, 4.2008). This cover was cancelled on 4.6.52, and thus it is the
latest known use of all HK PSE. This is a very early use of the 40c first class surface letter rate,
which went into effect on 1.6.52, or perhaps an attempt to create a 50c air letter.
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Figure PSE-4c. 4.6.52: latest known use of all HK PSE; early use of 40c letter rate

Figure PSE-4d. KG VI 8c PSE - 22.10.46: 1 day after issue; overpaid local use
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The 8c per ounce rate for letter mail to China, which was effective 1.2.41 – 1.4.48, was met by
the 8c KG VI red-brown PSE (Sch. 14). This 8c PSE issue was not recorded by Higgins &
Gage. The philatelic usage of the 8c PSE shown in Figure PSE-4d is addressed within HK, so
this envelope was overpaid 3c for the local letter rate. As previously mentioned, the 5c, 8c, and
20c KG VI PSE were issued on 21.10.46. The 8c PSE example was used only one day after on
22.10.46, but the latest known usage is 23.6.51 from Kowloon to the USA (my thanks to Chris
Norton for this information).
The 20c per first ounce, first class, surface letter rate to the British Commonwealth countries,
which was effective from 1.2.41, until at least 1957 per Proud, was satisfied by the 20 cent black
PSE (Sch. 15). The 5c and 8c KG VI PSE are very seldom seen used, and I stated in the original
version of this monograph that I had yet to see a used 20c PSE. However, Chris Norton has a
matched set of these three KG VI PSE values that were used on the day that they were issued:
21.10.46. The rarest of the three, the 20 cent, which is only known used on its date of issue, is
shown in Figure PSE-4e. Although a philatelic usage, this 20c PSE was correctly utilized to pay
the British Commonwealth 20c letter rate.

Figure PSE-4e. 21.10.46: First Day use of KG VI 20c PSE; only used example seen
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The first government envelope with preprinted “Official Paid” indicia used in HK was a British
general issue, as shown in Figure PSE-5a (Interasia Auctions, 7.2009, lot 1307). This cover was
struck with a red “Postage Paid / Hong Kong” c.d.s. of 29.9.45, only one day after reopening of
British postal facilities in HK after the liberation. This date stamp usage is over two years earlier
than the only example recorded by Proud - PD4: 15.11.47 at the Kowloon PO. Mr. C. K. Choi
had illustrated the 1947 cover (HKPSJ 9, pg. 57-58), and he noted that all other examples he has
seen of this “Postage Paid” c.d.s. with the “K” index, which is visible in the date stamp on the
Figure PSE-5a cover, have the sender’s address in Kowloon.

Figure PSE-5a. 29.9.45 - Earliest HK use of imprinted “OFFICIAL PAID” envelope
Another smaller size envelope, with this generic “Official Paid” indicia, also bears a 27.7.46
FPO 366 date stamp (John Bull, 3.2008, lot 2278). Both this and the 29.9.45 envelope have a
purple Admiralty return instruction carefully handstamped at the lower left on the front. These
two instructions are a in a different format than the type that was handstamped on a post card
with imprinted “Official Paid” indicia (see Part 1, Post Cards, Section PC-F).
Another 1945 OHMS cover having the preprinted “Official Paid” indicia also bears the
octagonal “Hong Kong/ Postage Paid” handstamp (Bull, 9.2003, lot 1062) recorded by Proud as
Type PD31: 5.9.45 –4.12.45. Thus, this cover may be earlier or later than the 29.9.45 “Official
Paid” example. The auction lot description states that it is an “Admiralty Service” cover. What
can be seen of the left side of this cover in the truncated catalog illustration bears a manuscript
inscription in the lower left corner, which is described as giving the senders name and military
unit identification.
Later prepaid Government envelopes bear an “Official Paid / Hong Kong” imprinted “stamp”.
The earliest example seen of this imprinted “Official Paid / Hong Kong” envelope is 22.3.48, as
displayed in Figure PSE-5b (Bull, 6.2006, lot 262). This cover also bears an unrecorded “Post
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Office / R.A.F. Kai Tak” marking. The top point of the upper star, in the “Official Paid” imprint
on the 1948 “On His Majesty’s Service” envelope, points toward the middle of the “A” in
“OFFICIAL”, whereas the subtype on the “On Her Majesty’s Service” envelope illustrated in
Figure PSE-5c, points to the right leg of the “A” in “OFFICIAL”.

Figure PSE-5b. 22.3.48 - Earliest imprinted “OFFICIAL PAID / HONG KONG” cover

Figure PSE-5c. 27.9.66 - Imprinted “OFFICIAL PAID / HONG KONG” subtype
Although it might seem to be superfluous, the envelope illustrated in Figure PSE-5c bears an
“OFFICIAL / PAID” hand stamp, in addition to the “OFFICIAL PAID” imprinted “stamp.”
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This handstamp was apparently applied in order to include the date of mailing of the letter. The
date stamp part of the Figure PSE-5c machine cancel appears to have an index “L,” which is not
recorded by Webb or Proud in conjunction with the “OFFICIAL PAID” between wavy lines
state of this cancel. While this could possibly be an instance of under-inking of a “D” index, it
does not appear to be so under magnification. If it is an under-inked “D,” it is later usage than
recorded by Proud: OPD23 used 30.12.58 – 6.1.66.

Figure PSE-5d. Imprinted “OFFICIAL PAID” subtype - holes in 6-rib stars
Another subtype of “OFFICIAL PAID” Government envelope imprinted “stamps” is illustrated
in Figure PSE-5d. This imprint subtype also has four of the six-rib stars, but there are holes in
the middle of the stars. The information in the lower left corner of this envelope includes “1/69”,
the date when it was initially issued. An 11.11.69 “Beaconsfield House / (3) c.d.s. (Proud Type
D3: 1963 – 85) was struck on top of the “OFFICIAL PAID” imprint. The Tsang Type BHL
registration label with number “16” is not recorded used at Beaconsfield House or the GPO.

Issued “10/75”
Holes in flower petals

Issued “10/76”, used 1978
No holes in flower petals

Six-rib stars + Chinese

Figure PSE-5e. Imprinted “OFFICIAL PAID / HONG KONG” envelope subtypes
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Three additional subtypes of “OFFICIAL PAID” Government envelope imprinted “stamps” are
illustrated in Figure PSE-5e. Although the Figure PSE-5b, 5c, 5d, and 5e “Official Paid / Hong
Kong” envelope indicia subtypes are not rare, they are no where near as common as are the
“Official Paid” hand stamps applied to most such Government mail.

Figure PSE-5f. British “Official Paid” general issue used by FPO in Hong Kong
A British “Official Paid” general issue (ala’ the earliest such known used in HK shown in Figure
PSE-5a) is illustrated in Figure PSE-5f. This generic “Official Paid” was utilized at Field Post
Office (FPO) 1038 in HK in 1971. The FPO 1038 c.d.s. with index “A” is Cutner Type O, which
he recorded used at HK 1.4.70 – 17.4.78.

Figure PSE-5g. Imprinted crowned oval “OFFICIAL PAID / HONG KONG” envelope
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An unused government return envelope bearing an imprinted “crowned oval” “HONG KONG /
OFFICIAL / PAID” indicia, with the corresponding Chinese characters beneath, is partially
illustrated in Figure PSE-5g. This envelope appears to be of a folding type, since it has tabs
similar to an aerogram, and it bears a government return address of “Southern District Office”.
The auction lot description notes that the eight examples of this envelope included in the lot are
of “1970’s” vintage (GP Auctions [HK], 9.2000, lot 693). The fact that the Chinese rendition of
“On Her Majesty’s Service” is in the newer left-to-right format, indicates that this type of
envelope went into service sometime after 2.1973, which is the earliest recorded use of the new
left-to-right format. An “Economy Label –– Re-use of Envelopes” form, bearing the same
“crowned oval” “HONG KONG / OFFICIAL / PAID” indicia, is displayed in Figure PSE-5h.

Figure PSE-5h. Reuse label with crowned oval “HONG KONG / OFFICIAL / PAID”
A similar unused government post card, bearing the same indicia as shown in Figures PSE-5g
and 5h, but with the Chinese equivalent of “On Her Majesty’s Service” following the English
rendition on the same line, vs. below it, and which bears a different government return address
(“General Post Office”), is shown in Part 2 of this monograph, Section PC-F.
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Figure PSE-6a. Imprinted “POSTAGE PAID / HONG KONG / PORT PAYE”
Figure PSE-6a depicts two pieces from heavy manila envelopes with imprinted “POSTAGE
PAID / HONG KONG / PORT PAYE”. The example at the left has very small serifs on the
letters, while that on the right is sans serif. The red color of this imprint is consistent with that
used for other postage paid handstamps, which coloration continued into the 1990s. An OHMS
envelope, with a very similar violet handstamp, bears a GPO Philatelic Bureau handstamp in the
same shade of ink. The violet handstamp on that cover indicates a mid- to late-1990s vintage.
Thus, it is believed that envelopes with the imprinted “POSTAGE PAID / HONG KONG /
PORT PAYE” nomenclature were also for official use, quite possibly also by the HKPO.

Figure PSE-6b. 19.3.97 - Bilingual lower case “Postage Paid” imprinted envelope
A new style bilingual “Postage Paid” (upper and lower case lettering vs. the normal all capitals)
imprinted indicia envelope, with the HK Post logo at the left, but no “Hong Kong” in the indicia,
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is illustrated in Figure PSE-6b. Examples of a handstamp with this motif are known only from
May to December 1996. The imprinted example shown in Figure PSE-6b, which bears a 19.3.97
machine cancel, is the earliest envelope of this type so far seen. This type of imprinted postage
paid envelope had a short life span, since it was replaced by the new type shown in Figure PSE6c, presumably soon after HK became a Chinese Special Administrative Region (SAR) on
1.7.1997. The c.d.s. on this cover, which was applied by a circular facer machine, is Proud Type
M40/1, which is recorded in use for less than one year, from 19.6.96 to 28.4.97.

Figure PSE-6c. 27.10.97 - Bilingual “POSTAGE / PAID” imprinted envelope
A more simplified style imprinted envelope, with “POSTAGE / PAID / HONG KONG”, and the
Chinese equivalent below, but no logo, is illustrated in Figure PSE-6c. This type probably went
into use after HK became a Chinese SAR. This example bears a 27.10.97 c.d.s. with “H2” at the
bottom, which is Proud Type M44/1, recorded used from 3.5.97.
Official envelopes with imprinted “ON POSTAL SERVICE”, but no imprinted “POSTAGE /
PAID”, were introduced for use by the Hong Kong Post Office. The earliest so far seen bears a
“3/71” envelope identification type in the lower left corner, indicating that this type of envelope
went into service in March 1971.
A 3.5.71 cover with the “ON HER MAJESTY’S SERVICE” lined out, and a manuscript “On
Postal Service” substituted, is also known. “ON POSTAL SERVICE” handstamps continued in
use on OHMS envelopes into the 1980s and 90s.

The next section is 4. Registered Envelopes. To access this section or other parts of the
monograph, return to the HKSC website/Papers.
http://www.hongkongstudycircle.com/papers.html
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